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Memphis Train Day - a Huge Success 

The museum’s National Train Day Memphis was a 
hit with the estimated 3500 guests that attended the event. They enjoyed touring the museum, seeing the exhibits and information tables from various 
groups and the trains and other items on display on the platform. We enlisted two photographers, Mike 
Allison and Terry Foshee to photograph the event, a selection of Mike’s photos are on the museum’s 
Facebook page and here are some of Terry’s for your enjoyment. 

 Here is an overall view of the platform and station with the train. 

 There were long lines most of the day for the popular locomotive cab tour. 

 

.Yellow Cab’s 1931 White Motor Company bus that was originally used in Yellowstone National Park. This is the second year Mr. Smythe of Yellow Cab has displayed the bus at train day. 

 The operation lifesaver table. Capt. Charles Turner of the BNSF was an important part of the planning of this event. 

 The National Railway Historical Society table, The Memphis 
chapter is very active with train day and the museum. 

 One of the rail cars or speeders on display on the 
platform. 

An N scale portable model railroad presented by Dale Dudley from Little Rock, Ar.  



 Popcorn and bottled water for sale to benefit the museum. This was staffed by museum volunteer Barbara Campbell and her granddaughter. 

 The museum was crowded most of the day. Many guests had not been to the museum before. 

 The locomotive is now decorated as Illinois Central 4023 with children posing for a photo that could be taken for the first time in 45 years at Central Station. 

 We were safety conscious using signs like the one above to inform the guests of the importance of safety when being around railroads. 

 Bringing up the rear is the tail sign on the observation car Paducah showing the City of New Orleans name in the green diamond. 
 

Major Rail History Event In Memphis 
On October 22 the Big River Crossing will open 
to the public. This is a pedestrian walkway and 
bikeway on the Harahan Bridge which will give 
you the opportunity to cross the Mississippi 
River on foot or by bicycle.  The Harahan 
bridge, a still active two track railroad bridge 
owned by the Union Pacific Railroad, is a 100-
year-old landmark that holds an important 
place in Memphis history. The developers of 
the project have a website telling this story and 
the url is below. 
www.bigrivercrossing.com/history 
 

 A vintage postcard showing the Harahan Bridge on the right and her older sister, the Great Memphis or Frisco Bridge on the left. 

 This is a 1974 photo of a Rock Island Railroad freight train coming off the west side of the Harahan bridge.  



J. T. HARAHAN This is J. T. Harahan, an Illinois Central Railroad executive who was the head of the Harahan bridge building company. He was killed in a train wreck while the bridge was under construction and the decision was made to name the bridge for him. 
 
 
 

Development at Central Station Proceeding 
The apartments that are being built on the west 
side of Central Station on the land where the postal facility and freight house stood are nearing completion. Tenants have already started moving 
into the first building. Work is starting on the old REA building. 

 Here is a Pete Evans photo of two of the 
apartments under construction. They have not completed plans for the station itself which means our plans cannot be completed. 
We are hopeful to have more information available for the next newsletter.  From what we have been 
told, we will keep our current space, except for possibly the entrance foyer, and we will get the space directly behind our current space for 
expansion. Also the leaks in the future expansion space will be repaired and it is fairly certain we will 
be able to expand into that space once repairs are completed.    
  

Unique Event Could Be Coming to Memphis At this time the museum is working with MATA and the North American Rail Car Association (NARCOA) to schedule a run for the members’ speeders on the Trolley tracks in Memphis. (see the pictures below). This would only be the second time that NARCOA has held an excursion in an urban area.  Enthusiasts from all over the country would bring their speeders and spend a whole Saturday and half day on Sunday traveling the Main Street and River Front loop of the trolley line.  While details are still to be worked out, the NARCOA event coordinator for our area is very optimistic that a early November date is possible.  More information will be forthcoming as details develop. 

  

  
Editor’s Note 
Tom Parker, museum vice president and newsletter editor is having health issues and was unable to do 
this newsletter. I hope my efforts are up to Tom’s high standards.  
 


